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Annual meeting of Sierra’s Home Owners Association 

BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS 

A message from the President, Brenda Dewey 

I hope everyone had a great summer.  Now that fall is here, the 
board is busy preparing next year’s budget and planning the January 
26 annual meeting.  This includes finding 2 candidates to fill 
board vacancies. Volunteering to serve on the board is a great way 
to have a direct impact on the association and ensure Sierra contin-
ues to be a desirable place to live.  Here are some reasons to con-
sider serving on the board: 

5 REASONS TO JOIN THE BOARD! 

Be part of a great team of volunteers who care about the neigh-
borhood.  The board collaborates and strives to make decisions 
that are in the best interest of the community.  The board’s prima-
ry responsibilities are to ensure we have a financially strong as-
sociation and a top-notch water system, and to enforce the cove-
nants—all of which help protect property owners' investments, as 
well as preserve the quality of life here.   

No experience is necessary.   You'll also receive lots of support 
from the rest of the team, former board members, as well as 
guidelines put into place to help current and future board mem-
bers know what to do. 

Easy qualification.  You just need to be a property owner in good 
standing (i.e. up to date on all dues and water bills, no unre-
solved violations) and have a desire to help your community. 

Flexible hours.  Board meetings are held the third Wednesday of 
each month and last 2-3 hours.  Otherwise, your time commit-
ment is based upon your availability and desire to work on specif-
ic tasks or projects. 

Sierra needs you!   Sierra has had a long history of dedicated board 
members who have enabled the effective and independent man-
agement of the association.  Without a functioning board, we 
would need to hire a management company or more employees 
to handle the tasks – this could significantly drive our costs up.   

 
Contact me, Kristi Lovelady or any board member with any questions 
or to let us know about your interest.  
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Do we have your correct contact information (phone and email)?  This will help ensure we 
can notify you about water outages and other important notices.   
Please send any updates to sierra.mailbox@gmail.com. 

2019 ANNUAL MEETING  
Scheduled for January 26, 2019 

Submissions for the agenda must be received  
no later than December 7, 2018 

Your Participation in Voting the Shares You Own Is Important  

Voting your shares is important to ensure that you have a say in the governance of your property 

owners association. Call the secretary to request your proxy. A proxy will be included in the end of 

year newsletter. We hope you will exercise your rights and fully participate as a property owner in 

our community’s future. 

The Sierra Disaster Preparedness Committee presents 

  EMERGENCY WATER &  
  SANITATION SEMINAR 

(NEW DATE!) Saturday, October 13th, 1:00–4:30PM 

Free Lecture at the Sierra Clubhouse 

All members and tenants are welcome 

Refreshments & Door Prizes! 

Learn how to make an emergency plan for your household for emergency water and 
sanitation BEFORE a disaster occurs. Come spend the afternoon with our special guest 
speaker, Mark Bauserman, a disaster preparedness trainer from Port Haddock. He will 
discuss: 

• Pre-disaster storage of drinking water 

• Water purification: degrees of purity, pathogens & illnesses 

• Understanding purification product types & uses 

• Choosing the right products for your situation 

• Water purification systems for individuals & groups 

• Two bucket toilet system 

• Utilizing septic systems when power & water are cut off 

mailto:sierra.mailbox@gmail.com
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FINANCE by Richard Volk 

In the recent issues of the Sierra View I have presented year to date financial information.  Here are 
the results for the first 8 months of 2018:  

Sierra has been building up cash reserves to fund major improvement projects in future years 

such as clubhouse roof replacement and parking lot upgrades, a third well, and water mains re-

placement.  We maintain funds in several banks so that we don’t exceed the FDIC insurance limit 

of $250,000, and we have tried to keep most of our reserves in liquid accounts to enable easy 

access when funds are needed.  Our accounts earned $3,300 in 2017. 

In February 2018 we opened a new money market account at Key Bank at 1%, which was higher 

any of our other accounts.  We had planned to move some funds from Whidbey Bank to Key, but 

Whidbey matched the Key rate.  Subsequently we opened a CD at Key which is yielding 2.35% 

by transferring part of our Peoples savings account that yields 0.25%.  We plan to move addition-

al funds to Key in the future.  These changes should result in earnings of at least $6,200 for 

2018.  We could potentially earn more than $8,100 in 2019, but we cannot project the impact of 

upcoming projects on our balances and interest earnings. 

Bank interest is considered “unrelated income” for tax purposes, which means we pay a 30% 
Federal tax on our interest earnings.  

DIDN'T GET THE WATER OUTAGE CALLS OR EMAILS? 

We use our automated Calling System and email to advise Sierra residents about water 
outage updates or other important notifications.  If you or your tenants did not receive the water out-
age notices sent out on Sep 11 and 14, that means we don't have your current phone and/or 
email.  Please contact Brenda Dewey to ensure we have your correct contact information.  Thank 
you! 
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Sierra Firewise Information by Lynne Scapple 

Homeowners take primary responsibility for wildfire safety. Our Sierra Firewise Program provides 
homeowners with simple and easy steps to help reduce a home’s wild fire risk. An important factor in 
reducing risk is reducing fuel. Debris like dead leaves and pine needles left on decks, in gutters and 
strewn across lawns can ignite from embers.  Fire moving along the ground’s surface can “ladder” 
into shrubs and low hanging tree limbs to create longer flames and more heat. If your home has 
flammable features or vulnerable openings, it can also serve as fuel for the fire. Our Sierra communi-
ty is also known to have steady breezes which also heightens our risk. There will be a Firewise 
meeting in the early Spring where we will review the Firewise services available to us through Island 
County Conservation District.  This meeting will be especially valuable to our newcomers who have 
moved to Sierra in the past year.  Welcome to Sierra!!  

WATER RESERVOIR  by Glen Kitzmann 
 
Did you know that the Sierra water plant includes a reservoir that holds approximately 
100,000 gallons of water?  This is the water that has been drawn from our wells and 
is distributed to our homes after it has been treated at our water plant.  Every few 
years the inside of the reservoir needs to be cleaned.  This requires the water to be 
drained from it allowing King Water to enter the tank and clean the inside.  This helps 
preserve the quality of our water. 
 
This fall the reservoir will be cleaned.  You will receive advance notice when this is scheduled to 
occur.  The cleaning process will take all day to accomplish and the water will be turned off during 
that time.  It will require a longer shutoff period than usual because once the cleaning is completed 
it will take some time to start refilling the reservoir.  This process actually takes several days.  Dur-
ing this time we will ask that each of our residents limit their water use to necessary things.  Please 
do not do laundry, water yards, wash cars or take lengthy showers.  This will allow our reservoir to 
catch up and get refilled. 

Pesky Deer in Your Garden?  By Linda Rush 

After two years of watching the tulip blooms disappear before they even opened, I 
started thinking about buying some kind of deer repellent.  A friend of mine had some 
luck with that, but warned me to reapply it after it rains.  I researched repellents online 
and they had great claims but cost a lot.  Then I stumbled onto some YouTube videos 

of folks making homemade deer repellents.  I was skeptical, but at least if they don't work, I rea-
soned, they don't cost much for the experiment.  The main ingredient in every single one I saw 
was...eggs!  Now, many of the recipes were laborious and listed many ingredients that may or 
may not add beneficial character to the brew, but I settled on a concoction that absolutely works 
great, and seems to linger after the rain.  My roses are abundant, the leaves are growing back on 
several bushes, and I can't wait to try this on tulips next spring!!!  My secret sauce includes simp-
ly:  eggs, hot pepper sauce (like Tabasco) and garlic juice, plus water to thin it out.  I discovered 
the hard way, that this brew will heat up and coagulate and spill out until it is "cooked", so letting it 
sit outside awhile in an open container and then straining it before putting it in a squirt bottle really 
sets you up for success with less mess.  If you want to try this on a plant that is being persistently 
pestered, give me a ring and we can try out some of mine before you roll up your 
sleeves!!! 
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Sierra Board Disaster Preparedness Activities 

by Kristi Lovelady 

The Board is taking steps to secure Sierra assets as much as possible 
in the event of a disaster.  These assets include the clubhouse and the 
water plant.  It is important to note that, despite our best laid plans, a 
disaster could render all assets unusable.  Furthermore, it is important 
to note that Board Members and the Property Manager are simply 
members of the community and may, like others in the community, be 

off-island, on vacation, injured or taking care of a loved one in the event of a disaster.  As such, 
they may not be available to implement procedures as developed. 
So far, the Board has taken the following steps: 

1) Sought expert advice regarding earthquake readiness of the clubhouse.  It was determined 
that, due to the design of the building and building codes at the time the clubhouse was 
build, it may not survive an earthquake.  Therefore, if an earthquake begins, anyone in the 
Clubhouse should exit the building ASAP.  

2) Working with the Building and Grounds Committee and Property Manager to develop proce-
dures, checklists and signage for the Clubhouse and identify the location of shut off valves 
and pool chemicals. 

3) Mandated periodic Board Member training on the location of critical shut off valves. 
4) Working with both the Water Chair, Building and Grounds Committee and Property Manager 

to develop an emergency checklist, diagrams and procedures for the water facility. 
5) Directed that copies of the facility checklists, diagrams and procedures will be laminated and 

placed in an easily accessible location at the clubhouse and water facility.  
6) Directed that all Board Members will receive copies of the checklists, diagrams and proce-

dures. 
 
It is envisioned that current and future Board Members and the Property Manager will store the 
checklists, diagrams and procedures for both the Sierra water plant and the clubhouse in their 
emergency “under the bed bags.”  That way, when a disaster strikes, the Board will, to the best 
of their ability, meet at the Sierra water plant and take immediate steps to secure it first.  As 
soon as possible, Board Members and/or the Property Manager will then deploy to the club-
house to execute emergency measures. 
 
Board actions taken to secure the water plant and clubhouse would occur simultaneous to those 
actions that Sierra neighbors are taking in accordance with the Map Your Neighborhood (MYN) 
program.   For those neighbors new to MYN, it is a state sanctioned program designed for 
neighbors to help neighbors in the first critical 60 minutes following a disaster when First Re-
sponders are overwhelmed and unavailable.  More information regarding the Sierra MYN can be 
found under the Emergency Prep tab on the Sierra Website. 
 
The Board will periodically conduct working sessions over the course of the next year designed 
to continue its preparation efforts and consider further steps as necessary.  The Board’s actions 
cannot substitute for individuals making their own preparations.  Sierra homeowners are strong-
ly encouraged to keep a minimum of one month of food and water supplies for their families 
and/or visitors should a disaster strike.  For more information on how to do this, please see the 
Emergency Prep tab on the Sierra website and participate in the upcoming events sponsored by 
the Sierra Disaster Preparedness Committee. 
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Sierra Clubhouse Reservations Report by Lynne Scapple 
 
2018 has been a good year for Clubhouse rentals. We have hosted 13 rental 
events including birthday parties, class reunions, family reunions, weddings and a 
retirement party. If a special Celebration is coming up in your family in 2019, all 
property owners are invited to reserve your spot on the calendar early. Complete 
information on date availability, price, cleaning deposit and reservation procedures 
etc. are on the Sierra Country Club website. If you have further questions, please 
call Reservations Coordinator, Lynne Scapple at 360/989-0331.   

WATER REPORT by Glen Kitzmann 

We have made it through the summer and are now enjoying the fall.   There will be a lot of work 
being done to the water system this fall.  The first project was the re-routing of the pressure line 
at the water plant in September.  This project caused some inconvenience for us as King Water 
ran across several unexpected problems during the project and it caused us to be without water 
longer than expected.  Some of this was due to inaccurate diagrams of the piping as well as 
rusted bolts and unexpected concrete in the ground that had to be removed.  In the future we 
will schedule the water outage for a longer part of the day so we don’t have to keep extending it 
during the day of the work. 
 
This fall you will see the remaining fire hydrant replacements completed with two new ones add-
ed to the neighborhood.  Once this project is completed, all of our hydrants will have the new 
connections on them as requested by North Whidbey Fire. 
 
Other fall projects at the water plant include cleaning the basin and reservoir as well as the en-
tire system having our fall flushing.  The green sand filters will also be cleaned.  These projects 
will require the water to be shut off while the work is done.  Sierra will notify you when these shut 
offs will occur.  Your patience is appreciated as these projects are done.  Once all these projects 
are completed we should see even better water quality. 
 
Keeping our water system functioning properly is very important to all of us.  Your board contin-
ues to look at what is needed to maintain our system and provide the best water possible.  As a 
reminder, every member of Sierra is an owner of the water system.  King Water is contracted by 
Sierra to maintain the system for us. 

SIERRA DISASTER COMMUNICATIONS TEAM! 
 
During a prolonged disaster, Sierra may need to communicate with Island 
County Emergency Management, and if phones (both cellular and land-lines) 
are down, we will need to have alternate means of communication.  This team 
consists of HAM Radio operators and others who will be a critical part of our 
ability to request assistance.  

We need several people to be part of this team if disaster strikes and some team members are off 
island.  
The next meeting of this team is scheduled for 10am on Saturday, October 6th 
If you are interested in being part of our Sierra Disaster Communication Team, please contact one 
of the volunteer Co-Leaders:  
     Gary McIntyre -  360-678-8437 
     John McClaine - 360-678-4303 
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ARCHITECTURE by Mona Porter 
 
The Board has been reviewing HOA policies over the past year 
and, where necessary, making modifications to bring them cur-
rent with regard to standards and practices.  The Board recently 
reviewed and amended the Sierra fence policy to ensure that it 
better reflects 1) guidance provided by the Ebey’s Landing Na-
tional Historical Reserve in which the Sierra Community resides 
and 2) the numerous options of quality fencing products and 
applications now on the market for residential use.  
 
As always, Sierra property owners are required to submit fencing plans for the Board’s review pri-
or to proceeding with their fencing projects.  The Fencing Policy document is posted on the Sierra 
website under the “Governing Documents” tab.  It should be reviewed before you plan a project 
as this information will guide the Board’s decision on all fencing projects going forward. 
 
The rewritten policy includes information about the materials that are acceptable for fencing.  
They are: 
 Simple woods (stained or unstained) 
 Wood post and heavy gauge wire 
 Synthetic fencing in unobtrusive colors 
 Coated chain link in a neutral color with wood posts and frames 
     (Hedges and hedgerows are encouraged and do not require Board approval.) 
 
These fencing materials will not usually be approved and are discouraged from use: 
 Standard metal chain link using metal posts (unless not visible from the street or covered with 

vines or other vegetation) 
 Concrete or block walls (unless used for soil stabilization and landscape) 
 
The Board is usually able to give preliminary approval for fencing projects very quickly (within two 
to three days), which will allow projects to proceed right away.  We have also streamlined our pro-
cess for approval so that it can be completed via email.  All that is necessary is for the homeown-
er to submit the Project Completion Agreement that is received via email from the Architecture 
Manager and include any drawings or diagrams that explain the project.  We do the rest and noti-
fy you when your project has been approved.  Official approval is then voted upon by the board 
members at the next meeting.  All that is left is for you to complete the project and notify the Ar-
chitecture Manager so that your project file can be closed. 
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Potlucks are the last Saturday of each month, excluding November and De-

cember.  November is Thanksgiving and the month of December, the board 

will host the holiday potluck.  

The potlucks are a great way to meet your neighbors and find out what is go-

ing on in the community. 

by Linda Rush 
 
Once again, we had a successful summer overall at the Sierra 
swimming pool.  Our property manager, George, is singing the 
praises of Larry Carlson and Chuck King for their timely assistance 

in making the chlorination system work and Larry helped replace the pump seal. Our pool attend-
ants were awesome and we hope to see one or both of them again.  The pool was utilized 1,543 
times, with an average of 17 people per day!  Wow! 
 
We have some lost and found articles at the pool: towels, a swim suit, sunglasses, etc. If you are 
missing anything contact George Rush. 
 
For the curious at heart, once the pool (pump) has been shut down, George will monitor the pool 
throughout the winter to prevent freezing, to get a head start on algae growth in the spring and to 
keep ahead of any build up of debris.  This ensures that we will have a quick turn around time for 
opening next summer. 
 
Thank you to Brenda Dewey for the idea and the labor and donation of supplies and plants to help 
me beautify our West Beach entrance sign.  Kristi Lovelady happened by and jumped right in to 
help us and donated supplies from home.  They also scavenged some nice driftwood for the ac-
cent.  If you haven't noticed this enhanced signage, be sure and take a look next time you drive 
by! 

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE 

WWW.SIERRACOUNTRYCLUB.NET 


